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Abu-Ghazaleh Affirms IASCA’s Readiness to Provide Services to Libya’s 
Ministry of Finance

AMMAN - The International Arab Society of Certified 
Accountants (IASCA), chaired by HE Dr. Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh, signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) with Libya’s Institute of Financial Training 
and Accounting at the Ministry of Finance, chaired 
by Dr. Khalid Kajiji, chair of the Board of Directors. 
The MoU was signed for cooperation in providing 
IASCA’s training, professional and advisory services.

The MoU aims also at supporting the Institute 
in implementing its plans and projects in view 
of developing and enhancing the professional 
competencies at various departments of the Ministry, 
as well as official institutions.

Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh expressed his pride in the confidence 
of the Libyan Institute of Financial Training and 
Accounting, and highlighted the prominent role 
it plays and the community services it renders, in 
addition to its efforts in the pursuit of enhancing the 
capabilities and competencies of its staff.

Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh also emphasized that this agreement 
represents a continuation of the work that aims at 
enhancing the experiences of those working in the 
profession through the mutual work of both the public 
and private sectors.

The MoU includes cooperation in designing and 
developing training methods, selection of trainers, 
enhancing the professional competencies of the staff 
working in accounting and auditing and other related fields, 
in addition to offering professional certificates, holding 
specialized training courses according to the needs of the 
Institute, and adopting and implementing the International 
Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS).

It is worth mentioning that these projects and activities 
will be implemented according to strategic 
action plans prepared by the Institute, 
meanwhile, the Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs) in addition to the outcomes and 
results will be revised based on the plans.

The International Arab Society of Certified 
Accountants
The International Arab Society of Certified 
Accountants (IASCA) was established as a 
nonprofit professional accounting organization 
in London-UK in 1984. IASCA was officially 
registered in Amman in 1994. It aims at advancing 
accounting and auditing sciences and the relevant 
disciplines on the international level, in addition 
to maintaining the professional independence of 
accountants and ensuring their protection along 
with the application of the professional supervision 
standards as a means to enhance the auditing and 
accounting professions.

The Libyan Institute of Financial Training and 
Accounting 
The Libyan Institute of Financial Training and 
Accounting is one of the Departments of Libya’s 
Ministry of Finance. It was established under Law 
No. 93 for 1981 to provide training services to all 
official departments in Libya.

http://iascasociety.org
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AMMAN – The International Arab Society of Certified 
Accountants (IASCA), chaired by HE Dr. Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh, issued the online and traditional training 
plans for the second half of 2021. The training courses 
are tailored to the training needs and requirements of 
local and regional labor market. 

Each plan includes a set of training courses that 
qualify for acquiring professional certificates issued 
by IASCA and other international certificates. 
Moreover, a package of specialized courses has been 
designed with the aim to enhance the capabilities in 
accounting and auditing fields in addition to other 
relevant disciplines.  

The e-training courses will be delivered through 
interactive broadcast via Microsoft Teams app. to 
enable participants to interact with instructors by 
typing questions directly in the chat box provided 
by the application. The e-training courses are 
distinguished in the fact that participants can attend 
classes anytime, anywhere, at lower prices.    

For more information about the traditional training 
course, please clicke here 

For more information about the online training course, 
please clicke here

IASCA Issues Online and Traditional Training Plan for the 2nd Half of 2021

http://iascasociety.org
http://www.ascasociety.org/Uploads/Files/TP-2021/IASCA-TP-for-the-2nd-half.pdf
http://www.ascasociety.org/Uploads/Files/TP-2021/IASCA-2nd-Half-Training-Plan-2021-2.pdf
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AMMAN - The International Arab Society of 
Certified Accountants (IASCA) held a training course 
for the IFRS Expert Certificate through the Microsoft 
Teams app. 

The course addressed how the conceptual and 
practical aspects of the international standards have 
been developed and how to apply the international 
standards professionally. It also introduced the 
participants to the updates and amendments issued by 
the IFRS Foundation in terms of the standards.

The general framework of the course was about the 
following:
• The international standards and subsequent events 

to be discussed through the following standards: 
IAS 1, IAS 7, IAS 8, IAS 10, IAS 34, and IAS 37.

• The recognition and measurement of non-current 
assets to be discussed through the following 
standards: IAS (16), IAS (23), IAS (36), IAS (38), 
IAS (40), and IFRS (5).

• The consolidated and separate financial 
statements to be discussed through the following 
standards:  IFRS (3), IFRS (10), IAS (27), IAS 
(28), and IAS (21).

• The financial instruments to be discussed through 
the following standards: IAS (32), IFRS (9), 
IFRS (7).

• The segments’ reporting to be discussed through 
the following standards: IAS (41), IFRS (4), IFRS 
(17), IFRS (6), and IFRS (14).  

• The recognition and measurement of items of the 
financial statements to be discussed through the 
following standards:  IAS (2), IFRS (15), IFRS 
(16), IAS (19), IAS (26), IAS (20), IAS (29), IAS 
(12), IFRS (1), and IFRS (2). 

• Disclosures in financial statements to be 
discussed through the following standards: IAS 
(24), IAS (33), IFRS (8), IFRS (11), IFRS (12), 
and IFRS (13)

Through our digital training course, participants could 
attend the lectures even after the completion of the 
course because they will be recorded on the system 
for future reference. The participants will also be 
given electronic certificates of attendance, and their 
inquiries would be answered by the best experts in the 
Arab world.

IASCA Holds Training Course for the IFRS Expert Certificate

AMMAN - The International Arab Society of Certified 
Accountants (IASCA) held the International Arab 
Certified Public Accountant (IACPA) exams across 
the Arab world in June 2021. 

The IACPA curriculum has been developed 
according to international accounting and 
auditing standards, with the participation of 
experts from IASCA. The qualification has 
been approved by a number of Arab countries 
as a prerequisite to practice the profession 
of auditing and certified public accounting. 
These countries include Jordan, the UAE, 
Yemen, Syria, Lebanon, Sudan, Qatar, and 
Kurdistan Region (Iraq). 

The results of the June session exams will be 
announced by the end of July 2021 on the Society’s 
website.

IASCA Holds IACPA Exam in June 2021

http://iascasociety.org
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The book presents a scientific approach that combines 
science, knowledge and practical experience in 
accounting for lawyers and jurists for more than 
three decades. The book explains and presents the 
academic subject with a simple language to make 
the understanding and use of its content easier for 
researchers and scholars.  

The book helps lawyers, judges and jurists discuss the 
reports they submit to courts and enhances the level 
of knowledge about the accounting issues they face 
in dispute settlement, filing lawsuits before courts, 
or while discussing witnesses and others. This book 
provides real linkages between the issues of those 
working in the legal field and the issues of the auditing, 
accounting and taxes disciplines.   

The book elaborates on the discussions of income and 
sales tax laws to facilitate the litigation process before 
the income tax court as well as other courts. The book 
also addresses these issues to help lawyers in the 
discussions that are conducted in the general meetings 
of companies of all types. The various accounting 
and financial processes based on the companies law, 
which the lawyers and judges handle on a daily basis, 
were also addressed in this book.

The scientific material of the book was divided into 
some perspectives as follows:
1. The First Perspective: The theoretical perspective, 

which presents an introduction to the subject and 
paves the road for practical applications. 

2. The Second Perspective: 
The practical part is 
represented through 
practical cases and 
examples. 

3. The Third Perspective: 
The legal perspective, 
This perspective links 
the Jordanian law and 
accounting and auditing 
disciplines. Accounting could never be practiced 
away from the Jordanian Companies’ Law which 
contains legal provisions that should be applied 
by accountants.   

This book is based on scientific references such as:
1. The IFRS book issued by the IFRS Foundation. 
2. The Jordanian Income Tax Law No. 34 for 2014 

and the amendments thereof. 
3. The Jordanian Income Tax Law No. 6 for 1994 and 

the amendments thereof along with the regulations 
and instructions issued based on the Law. 

4. The Jordanian Companies Law No. 22 for 1997 
and the amendments thereof. 

5. The book titled Applications in income and sales 
tax accounting according to IFRS and IAS - by 
Hossam Addin Ahmad Khalil and Wasfi Hussien 
Al-Tarawneh. 

More details about this issue
The author’s CV
Facebook

Fundamentals of Accounting for Lawyers (Legal Accounting)
By: Dr. Hussam Addin Ahmad Khalil – IASCA Member

One of my colleagues asked me: how do you handle 
audit clients (1) that refuse to address the 
important notes included in the internal 
audit activity report? (2) Because this is an 
important question, and in my opinion, many 
colleagues face that situation every now and 
then, I’d like to write about this crucial topic. 
1 We prefer to avoid using expressions like: “managers of the activities subject to auditing” and the “auditee” in different internal 

audit activity reports, because such expressions might be provoking and may amplify the adverse view of the internal audit activity, 
it’s better to replace these expressions with “audit clients.”

2 The word “activity” was used because internal auditing services may be provided by an independent unit or department within the 
organization or by an external party through (outsourcing), or a combination of both.

Before answering this important 
question, I’d rather discuss the 
root causes of the rejection.

Rejection might not arise 
after issuing the report (the 
monitoring phase), but may 

Handling Difficult Audit Clients*
By: Alaa Abdul Aziz Abu Naba’a 
MACC, CIA, CPA, CRMA, CICP 
An expert in Internal Auditing, Control, and Governance

http://iascasociety.org
http://www.ascasociety.org/Uploads/Files/TP-2021/Book-Contents.pdf
http://www.ascasociety.org/Uploads/Files/TP-2021/Dr-hussam-Ahmad-CV-new-2021.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/alkhalij.press/videos/2799907213583917
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occur before that phase, the main reasons behind that 
include: the absence of prior documented agreement 
between “the internal audit team” and “the audit 
client”. The agreement should include the levels of 
assessment of the importance of the notes of the internal 
audit activity, that’s why we find, in many cases, great 
inconsistencies between the two parties regarding the 
importance of a note. A very important note or a risky 
note, from the point view of the internal auditor, might 
not be important from the point view of the client.   The 
biggest misfortune occurs when this disparity exists 
between the members of the internal audit team.

To avoid this problem, I recommend the following:
1. To avoid the problems between the members of 

the internal audit team (for example, between the 
supervisor and the head of the internal auditing), 
it is always preferred to have a prior agreement 
about the levels of assessment in the planning 
phase followed by documenting such agreement 
in the work documents. 

2. To avoid problems between the internal audit 
team and the audit client, it is always preferred to 
reach a prior agreement about the assessment levels, 
specifically at the kick-off meeting, then documenting 
this agreement in the minutes of the meeting.

In this context, the reader may wonder: “What if an 
agreement was not reached at the beginning? In 
my opinion, this happens a lot, especially in the cases 
where the senior management fails to define the levels 
of risk appetite of the organization and have such 
levels approved by the board of directors. 

Auditing Standard No. 2120 - Risk Management - 
stipulates that: “The internal audit activity must 
evaluate the effectiveness and contribute to the 
improvement of risk management processes”,  
in the implementation guidance of this standard, a 
reference was made to the chief audit executive (CAE) 
and the internal auditors, indicating that they should 
clearly understand the organization’s risk appetite 
form one hand, and its consistency with the vision 
and objectives of the organization on the other hand, 

through a comprehensive understanding of 
the organization’s work strategies and the 
risks that were defined by the board of 
directors; to achieve two main goals: 
1. To link the internal audit plans to the 

strategies, vision, and objectives of 
the organization.

3 In internal auditing standards, the expression “report” was not used to refer to the outcomes of the internal audit assurance and 
advisory tasks, and the word “communication” was used instead, this is because the outcomes could be communicated to the 
concerned parties orally or in written. Written reports could be printed or electronic, or could be in the form of a graph or an 
image, the communication could also be either formal or informal. The expression “communicating” gave more flexibility to 
auditors in communicating the outcomes of the internal audit work to the clients.

2. To form recommend responses to the risks that 
are consistent with the organization’s readiness to 
take risks.

Therefore, I recommend that the senior management 
should define and document the organization’s levels of 
acceptable risks and risk appetite, then get them approved 
by the board of directors with a recommendation from an 
audit committee or risk management committee (if any) 
or from the executive management of the organization.  
Internal audit activity may help greatly in this matter by 
providing relevant advice and information.

In this context, the reader may wonder:  
1. Does the audit client have the right to refuse the 

note, the recommendation, or both in its comment 
or response to the notes and recommendations 
provided by the internal audit activities?

2. What if the audit client accepted the risks that 
will arise as a result of not addressing the note?  

To answer the first question, I will ask a question:  
Should the acceptance of the note or the 
recommendation be imposed on the audit client? 
The answer is definitely no, the audit client is 
entitled to reject any note or recommendation and 
the internal audit report could be issued while 
including such rejection, as the audit committee or 
the board of directors have the final say to accept or 
reject that.  At the end of the day, all those working 
in the internal audit profession must realize that all 
the recommendations issued by the internal audit 
activity or the audit committee are not binding to the 
executive management, they become binding only 
when the recommendations of the special auditing 
committee, regarding the acceptance of the outcomes 
of the internal auditing activity, are approved by the 
board of directors, or if there’s a prior authorization 
to the committee to accept the outcomes because the 
audit committee has no direct powers over the CEO of 
the organization unless through the board of directors.  

Before answering the second question, I’d like to 
point out that this also happens a lot, I’d also like 
to remind the readers that the main purpose of the 
work of the internal audit activity, through various 
reporting, (3) is to reassure the senior management 
and the board of directors and advise them about 
the governance, risk management, and controls of 
the organization. If the CAE found that the senior 

http://iascasociety.org
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management has accepted a level of risk that should 
not be accepted by the organization, the CAE should 
discuss this matter first with the senior management 
to understand their point of view, but if they both 
couldn’t reach a settlement, standard No. 2060 - 
reporting to senior management and the board of 
directors, and standard No. 2600 - communicating 
the acceptance of risks - oblige the CAE to report 
the matter to the board of directors. However, if the 
issues are urgent and cannot be postponed to the time 
of the board’s meeting, it’s better to take the needed 
arrangements to report immediately.

One of the great quotes of Larry Harrington, the former 
president of the Institute of Internal Auditors, says: 
“At the end of the day, we don’t get paid for the audit 
reports we write, or for the results we conclude, we get 
paid for what we do to make our organizations better”. 
Therefore, internal auditors should maintain the good 
reputation of the activity by caring for the quality 
of their output, the sound planning for the various 
internal audit tasks, and finally they should work to 
continuously improve the services they provide.

JEDDAH - In response to the consequences of 
COVID-19, the Saudi Organization for Certified 
Public Accountants (SOCPA), represented by the 
International Accounting Standards Committee, 
looked into the extension of the COVID-19-Related 
Rent Concessions that SOCPA had previously granted 
to lessees to enable them of implementing some of 
the requirements of IFRS 16, leases. The concessions 
give the lessees the option to handle the reductions 
in some lease installments due to COVID-19 by 
exempting them from applying the contracts’ 
amendment requirements stipulated in IFRS 16 in 
order to facilitate the application of the standard.    

The IASB has extended the period of the concessions 
for another year that will end by June 2022.

Given that these amendments do not contradict with 
the work environment in the KSA, the Committee 
considered the amendments appropriate for application 
in KSA and decided to adopt the “COVID-19 Rent 
Related Concessions after June 30, 2021,” which 
amended IFRS 16, leases.

Source: www.socpa.org 

NEW YORK - This report refers to the formal processes 
the International Public Sector Accounting Standards 
Board® (IPSASB®) follows to assess the applicability 
of the International Financial Reporting Standards 
- IFRS and/or GFS requirements when developing 

pronouncements that faithfully represent the 
economic substance of transactions in the public 
sector. Through these processes, the IPSASB 
aims to reduce unnecessary differences with 
these sources of guidance when they can also 
be applied in the public sector context.

The report includes:
1. Table 1 -  IPSAS/ RPG and Equivalent 

IFRS/ PS-Summary

2. Table 2- IFRS/ PS with no Equivalent IPSAS/ RPG  
3. Table 3- IPSAS and Equivalent IFRS - Detail
4. Table 4-  RPG and Equivalent PS-Detail
5. Table 5- Summary of IASB Work Plan as of 

February 22, 2021.

To review the full report, please click here
Source: www.ifac.org

The Saudi Organization for Certified Public Accountants Adopts the COVID-19-
Related Rent Concessions after June 30, 2021

The International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board Issues IPSAS-IFRS 
Alignment Dashboard

http://iascasociety.org
http://www.socpa.org
https://www.ifac.org/system/files/uploads/IPSASB/IPSAS-IFRS-Alignment-Dashboard-March-2021.pdf
http://www.ifac.org
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LONDON - The G7 Finance Ministers met on June 
5, 2021, and issued a Communique that referenced 
the ongoing work of the Trustees to consider the 
formation of a new sustainability board within the 
governance structure of the IFRS Foundation.

Commenting on the meeting Communique, Erkki 
Liikanen, Chair of the IFRS Foundation Trustees, 
said: “We welcome the G7 Finance Ministers’ 
support for our work to develop the global baseline 
of sustainability-related financial disclosures and our 
ongoing dialogue with key stakeholders regarding 
the proposed establishment of an International 
Sustainability Standards Board ahead of COP26.”

Source: www.ifrs.org 

LONDON - The International Financial Reporting 
Standards Foundation (IFRS) Trustees have 
announced the establishment of an Eminent Persons 
Group, chaired by Jean-Claude Trichet, to provide 
strategic advice and counsel to the Trustees on the 
proposed formation of the International Sustainability 
Standards Board and its connectivity with 
jurisdictional initiatives. 

The Eminent Persons Group membership is:
• Chair: Jean-Claude Trichet, former President of 

the European Central Bank;

• Sheila Bair, former Chair of the US Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation;

• Nandan Nilekani, Chair and co-founder of Infosys;
• Guillermo Ortiz, former Governor of Banco de 

Mexico; former Chair of the Bank of International 
Settlements; and

• Min Zhu, former Deputy Managing Director of 
the International Monetary Fund.

The Eminent Persons Group has held its first meeting and will have regular engagement with the Trustees. Its 
work complements other working groups and committees established by the Trustees to support their work to 
determine the IFRS Foundation’s role in sustainability-related financial disclosures:

Group Remit
Trustees’ Steering Committee
(Chair: Lucrezia Reichlin)

Strategic direction and project oversight makes 
recommendations on key decisions for endorsement by all 
Trustees

Eminent Persons Group
(Chair: Jean-Claude Trichet)

Strategic advice and counsel to the Trustees

Technical Readiness Working Group
(Chair: Michel Madelain)

Technical working group aimed at providing the 
International Sustainability Standards Board with a 
‘running start’ (update on its work due to being published)

Multilateral Working Group
(Chair: Suresh Kana)

Preparatory work for building-blocks approach, facilitating 
interaction with other international/jurisdictional initiatives

IFRS Foundation Responses to G7 Finance Ministers’ Communique 
Regarding Global Sustainability Standards

IFRS Foundation Trustees Establish Eminent Persons Group to Guide Work on 
Sustainability-related Financial Disclosures

http://iascasociety.org
http://www.ifrs.org
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In addition to the formation of the Eminent Persons 
Group, the Trustees have also:
• announced the IFRS Foundation has joined 

as an observer the International Platform on 
Sustainable Finance alongside other international 
organizations, and

• announced two webinars on July 7, 2021, where 
Trustees will provide an update on the sustainability 
project. Read more and register to attend.

Trustees encourage stakeholders to respond to 
the consultation on proposed amendments to the 
Foundation’s Constitution, which sets out the institutional 
arrangements to accommodate the formation of the 
proposed new board within the governance structure of 
the organization. The consultation period closes on July 
29, 2021.

project page
Source: www.ifrs.org

NEW YORK - The International Auditing and 
Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) released two 
guides to help stakeholders implement its suite of 
quality management standards. The two-guide will help 
stakeholders understand the standards and properly 
implement the requirements in the manner intended:

First-time Implementation Guide for International 
Standard on Quality Management (ISQM) 1, Quality 
Management for Firms that Perform Audits or 
Reviews of Financial Statements, or Other Assurance 
or Related Services Engagements.

First-time Implementation Guide for ISQM 2, 
Engagement Quality Reviews.

The IAASB will also issue an implementation 
guide for International Standard on Auditing 220 
(Revised), Quality Management for an Audit of 
Financial Statements, in Q3. The suite of quality 
management standards come into effect on 
December 15, 2022.     

These publications do not amend or override the 
International Standards on Quality Management 
(ISQMs), the texts of which alone are authoritative. 
Reading the publications are not a substitute for 
reading the ISQMs.

The IAASB encourages all practitioners to plan early for 
appropriate implementation, given the potential impact 
of the changes to firms’ systems of quality management.

Source: www.ifac.org

New Quality Management Implementation Guides Now Available Guides Provide 
a Pathway to a Robust, Effective Quality Management System

http://iascasociety.org
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/international-platform-sustainable-finance_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/international-platform-sustainable-finance_en
https://www.ifrs.org/news-and-events/news/2021/06/ifrs-foundation-trustees-to-host-webinar-update/
https://www.ifrs.org/news-and-events/news/2021/04/ifrs-trustees-publish-institutional-arrangements-for-proposed-new-sustainability-standards-board/
https://www.ifrs.org/news-and-events/news/2021/04/ifrs-trustees-publish-institutional-arrangements-for-proposed-new-sustainability-standards-board/
In addition to the formation of the Eminent Persons Group, the Trustees have also:•	announced the IFRS Foundation has joined as an observer the International Platform on Sustainable Finance alongside other international organizations, and•	announced two webinars on July 7, 2021, where Trustees will provide an update on the sustainability project. Read more and register to attend.Trustees encourage stakeholders to respond to the consultation on proposed amendments to the Foundation’s Constitution, which sets out the institutional arrangements to accommodate the formation of the proposed new board within the governance structure of the organization. The consultation period closes on July 29, 2021.project pageSource: www.ifrs.org 
http://www.ifrs.org
http://www.ifac.org
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8 GB DDR3L RAM                              
Storage: SSD 128 GB + HDD 512 GB      
1x USB 3.0 1x USB 2.0, 1x Type C, 1x HDMI
Backlit Keyboard

Intel Core i3 10th Gen (1005G1)              
GPU: Intel® UHD                  
4 GB RAM DDR4  
Storage: 128 GB SSD       
2x USB 3.1, 1x Type C, 1x HDMI, RJ45

Intel Core i5 8th Gen (8259U)     
GPU: Intel® Iris® Plus Graphics 655 
8 GB DDR4 RAM  
Storage: 256 GB SSD         
1x USB 3.1,  1x Type C, 1x HDMI
Backlit Keyboard
                                     

4800 mAh

14.1” FHD

Built in Camera

AC Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0

4000 mAh

14.1” FHD

Built in Camera

Fingerprint 

AC WIFI, Bluetooth 4.0

14.1” FHD
Screen ten points touch 

7000 mAh

Built in Camera

Fingerprint 

AC WIFI, Bluetooth 4.2

4290 mAh

14” FHD

Built in Camera

AC WIFI, Bluetooth 4.2

Gift

Fabric Sleeve Case Gift

Carry bag | USB mouse
Rubber coverGift

Gift

JD
215

JD
290

JD
340

JD
465

VAT Included

VAT Included

VAT Included

VAT Included

Your TECH TOOLS for the Inevitable Digital Future

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh for Technology TAGTech.Global

http://iascasociety.org


FOR MORE INFORMATION
Tel: (0962-6) 5100900
Fax: (0962-6) 5100901

Or you may reach us through our website:
ascasociety.org 
ascajordan.org

And our emails:
asca.jordan@iascasociety.org 

salouri@iascasociety.org
www.facebook.com/ASCAsociety 
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